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hsa cape town
The HSA kicked off its year a
bit late, yet were still able to
run our annual Easter egg
drive.
We announced the start of
our drive on the 22nd of
March, three weeks before
Easter. Our aim was to donate
Easter eggs to different
children's homes and
hospitals across Cape Town
and with the success of the
previous years, we certainly
had a challenge ahead of us!
We collected marshmallow
eggs every Friday from many
of our society members at
UCT. Furthermore, we
branched out into our local
community, putting up
posters in the church hall and
running collection every
Sunday after the service.
Not only did we collect eggs
but many community
members were generous
enough to donate money
towards the drive.

EGGS GALORE

Along with the help of
Father Nicolas we were able
to get the Sunday school
children to help to make our
drive even better with over
30 hand crafted letters to
give out to the children.
We were able to drop the
easter eggs off
at three different locations,
the first of which was
Nazareth house, where we
gave 50 children easter
eggs and also left some
over for the staff.
The second location we
visited was SA Children’s
home in Kloof where we not
only gave out eggs but also
left easter eggs for the
children’s Easter egg hunt
over the following week.

Finally the remaining eggs
were delivered to
Somerset Children's
Hospital along with all the
letters from the Sunday
school.
In total we were able to
collect over 700 chocolate
eggs! This would not have
been possible without our
community and we must
give a huge thank you to all
the members in Cape Town.
It is imperative for the HSA to
give back to
the community
of Cape Town
and we were all deeply
humbled by this
experience.

MAXINE SHAFF

HSA CT CHARITY COORDINATOR

HARRY JOANNOU

HSA CT CHARITY COORDINATOR

''A CHILD'S LAUGH
COULD SIMPLY BE ONE
OF THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL SOUNDS IN
THE WORLD.'
Easter Egg Drive
PHYC visited two orphanages in Sunnyside
on 23 April just after Easter to deliver some
goods and to spend time with the children.

PHYC

We were fortunate enough to make 41
hampers filled with some good old Beacon
Easter eggs, stickers and toys. We were lucky
enough to have budgeted for colouring
books, pencils and crayons, ultimately
witnessing priceless works of art in progress.
Our committee also managed to collect nonperishable food items which were additionally
donated. PHYC would like to thank everyone
who contributed toward this drive. Thank you
for helping us make 41 faces smile.

ANNOULA SPYRIDIS
PHYC PRESIDENT

HOLY WEEK 2017

A BHYA EASTER

Church Talk

Food Drive

Professor Johan Roussow of the University of the Free State,
who is also the Deacon at the Greek Orthodox Church, gave
an insightful talk on the importance of our religion and how it
differs from catholicism and other 'branches' of Christianity,
as well as some history on our icons and the importance of
them. He also discussed the concept of fasting and opened
the floor to any questions. Ultimately, what stood out to the
majority of attendees was the significance of not only
cleansing our bodiesthrough
fasting, but cleansing our
souls as wel

The team assembled on
Good Friday and made over 150
sandwiches and cupcakes as
part of a food drive run in aid of
Lebone House and Tshepo
Foundation. Bread was
sponsored by Zimi Bakery at
Northridge Mall and the sandwich
contents were sponsored by
committee members. Smiles
were beaming from the faces of
the children at the home as they
received individually
wrapped sandwiches
with ‘’Happy Easter’’
written on them and
we mirrored their
smiles. The day
was topped off
with a few rounds
of football and a
few laughs
here and
there.

MYRSINI CHRISTOU

BHYA SECRETARY

the centre of our being. A flaouna is not a flaouna
without cheese and we are not Hellenes without
Orthodoxy.

HOLA Hampers Charity Drive

SHA & CYA

THE BUSY BEES

Kathari Deftera Greek Corner
NAHYSOSA SHA was extremely humbled to
have had such an interactive, spiritual,
charitable and enjoyable Easter season. SHA's
Easter period can be compared to the making
of Flaounes; traditional cheesy Easter treats,
most commonly made in Cypriot households,
but enjoyed by all Hellenes. The Flaouna is a
master piece, a combination of different
ingredients that come together to create a
heart-warming treat.
Our Easter season kicked off with our annual
Kathara Deftera Greek corner at Zesti Lemonz,
Wits. Being our first event of the year, this was a
great opportunity to interact with our members
and have our members interact with each other

over a game of tavli and some traditional treats
such as lagana, taramosalata, olives and halva.
Just like flaounes, we mixed and kneaded our
members and allowed the friendships to rise.

Church Talk
Our second event, hosted in conjunction with
CYA, gave our members the chance to get in
touch with their faith during the Holy season. A
church talk, led by Pater Petro at SAHETI
church, enlightened everyone on “Pain and
Suffering from an Orthodox Perspective”. This
provided young Hellenes around
Johannesburg with an occasion to have their
questions about our faith answered. In the
same way that the cheesy mixture is the centre
of the flaouna, our faith is

In another collaborative effort with CYA, our
annual Easter drive was run in aid of the Hellenic
Orthodox Ladies Association (HOLA), who
support 30 Greek welfare cases. With the
help of food and cash donations from our
members and sponsors, we were able to pack
30 hampers each containing 5kgs of sugar, 3kgs
of pasta, 2l of oil, 2 tins of beans, 1 tin of mixed
vegetables, coffee, tea and even some Easter
eggs!

Finally, we wrapped up our Flaouna by
assisting with the decorating of the
epitaphio at Pantanassa church in Melrose.
This small contribution to our community –
the sesame seeds spinkled on top - was the
perfect way to conclude this busy but very
special and sacred time of the year.
Now that the hustle and bustle of Easter is
over, we can sit back and enjoy our
delicious Flaounes!

We also donated a R4000 Pick n Pay gift card to
HOLA for them to use as they need. Easter is a
very special time for all Hellenes, but it can also
be very expensive and overwhelming. We hope
our contribution made this Holy season a bit
brighter and easier for all HOLA families!
A huge thank you goes out to all the SHA and
CYA members that donated, Miss Hellene, Pater
Petro and SAHETI Church, Theo's, Christakis
Stylianou, Michael Kalymnios, Bobby
Asprogerakos, Vangelis Papachristodoulou and
the very helpful staff at Makro, Crown Mines,
without whom this would not have been
possible! Our charitable work can be compared
to the raisins of the flaounes – not essential, but
they make the overall product so much sweeter!

MARISA HAZAKIS

SHA SOCIAL MEDIA

MARIANNA CHRISTOPHI

SHA VICE PRESIDENT

ECHYA

SOUP
WEEK

ECHYA hosted their annual Soup Week during
the week leading up to Easter Sunday. It was
once again very successful and enjoyed by the
whole Port Elizabeth community. Like most
Holy Weeks leading up to Easter, it was
extremely cold in PE and we made sure that
people could come down from church each
evening and enjoy a warm bowl of soup. Every
night we had a different soup on offer. On the
first evening we had tomato soup, the second

DARIO PATSALOS
ECHYA PRESIDENT

evening we ate lentil soup and on the last
evening we served butternut soup.
The ECHYA committee members and
parents supplied and served the soup and it
was a great way to interact with the
community during such a special time. The
ECHYA committee really enjoyed being
involved in this blessed Holy week
and we are excited to host our Soup
Week once again next year.

SYHS
Easter on the
East Coast

This year's Pascha was
memorable for SYHS as we
hosted an easter egg hunt
for the younger members
of our Hellenic family . With
our mystery golden eggs at
large, the children set the
tone for the day; motivation
and eagerness loomed.
Hampers were also
provided and raffles were
sold. Thank you to the
committee and the
community for contributing
to a warm and wonderful
Easter.

MARIOS STAVRINOU
SYHS MEMBER

GOOD FRIDAY OF ORTHODOX EASTER
Epitáphios comes from
the Greek ἐπί, epí, "on"
or "upon", and τάφος,
táphos, ''grave''/"tomb''

EPITAPHIA OF

SOUTH AFRICA

Orthodox Christians
commemorate the moment Jesus
died on the cross on this day.
During the afternoon service, Jesus
is taken off the cross and laid in the
tomb (Epitafio). During evening
service, we mourn his death, read
Bible passages, and sing
hymns.This procession represents
Jesus entering Hades. Pictures
below are of some but not all of
South Africa's epitaphia.

Pictured from left to right
Saint Anargiron (Sophiatown,

Johannesburg)

Saint Andrew's (Krugersdorp,

Johannesburg)

Pantanassa church of the
Virgin Mary (Melrose,

Johannesburg)

Saint Athanasios (Benoni,

Johannesburg)

Top from left to right
Saints Nicholas, Andrew and Gerasimos (Umgeni Park, Durban)
Saint George (Woodstock, Cape Town)
Saint Nektarios (Orange Grove, Johannesburg)
The Church of the Dormition of the Mother of God (Parson's Hill, Port Elizabeth)
Church of the Annunciation of the Mother of God (Navalsig, Bloemfontein)

Bottom from left to right
Saint John (Germiston, Johannesburg)
Assumption of the Virgin Mary (Alberton, Johannesburg)
Annunciation of the Virgin Mary (Brooklyn, Pretoria)
Ypapandi (SAHETI School, Johannesburg)
Saints Kostandino and Eleni (Hillbrow, Johannesburg)

